
Rotax throttle spring bias to fully open has claimed another aircraft, 
proving yet again that to design a system that works opposite to the 
norm risks confusion and mishap in a high-stress situation
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Welcome to the November Safety 
Spot, as always I hope all’s 
well with you and, if you are 
lucky enough to own one, your 
flying machine. I’m sat at the 

bottom of this literary cliff, ropes and shackles in 
the bum-bag, chalk on the hands, on a glorious 
Sunday morning in mid-October. It’s just after 9am 
and the small lake outside the LAA Office here at 
Turweston aerodrome looks absolutely fabulous, 
autumn colours focussed by a wonderful early light. 
Mind you, looking at the weather charts, there’s 
a low pressure system out to the west as big as 
the ocean so, whilst there’s not much wind at the 
moment, perhaps a 15kt southerly, I think the pilot 
of a small aircraft might think twice about going too 
far today because it’s going to be a blowy one. By 
the time I finish this short exploration into the world 
of LAA continuing airworthiness engineering, we 
should be getting the strongest winds. But then, by 
the time you’re reading about them, this unusually 
large cyclone will be history!

I expect that, if history does repeat itself in 
the weather, and it certainly seems to, it will 
probably be freezing for your November read.

An incident that occurred a couple of 
weeks ago, where an aircraft was very badly 

damaged in a landing accident, eventually 
caught my attention and, after a bit of thought, 
is a good example of history repeating itself. 
I must, before I tell you about it, explain why I 
say, ‘eventually caught my attention’.

As very often is the case, the pilot who,  
by the way, was completely uninjured in the 
event, let us know here at HQ that things had 
gone wrong and that he now owned a badly 
damaged aircraft. Whilst an LAA member is 
under no legal obligation to inform the LAA, 
doing so can often help later-on and we 
certainly encourage the practice: after the 
official ‘must do’ reports have been made and 
the notifications filter through to us from official 
sources, they are always pleased to know that 
we’re already ‘in the loop’, so to speak. Also, 
more important than looking efficient, is being 
efficient; if there are any lessons to be learnt, 
LAA Engineering can quickly transmit any 
safety information to owners of similar aircraft 
and, naturally, our LAA inspectors. Often, as 
you will imagine, detailed investigations can 
take months, sometimes even years to be 
completed fully, but an early ‘heads-up’ about 
a potential problem might just prevent a further 
similar occurrence.

My job, with all reports of accidents and 
incidents, is to decide first which category to 
place the ‘occurrence’ in; I don’t do this on 
my own of course, we’re a team of engineers 
here, but some events are easier to categorise 
than others and therefore don’t generate much 
discussion. There are two baseline categories, 
‘operational’ and ‘technical’. By their very 
nature, operational events, into which pilot-
error or weather-related incidents fall, tend 
not to need a rapid response; in fact, a too 
rapid response may be counter-productive, 
considering the inevitable complexity of 
human-factors related issues. A technical 
issue however, where something has failed 
to work properly or has broken during normal 
operation, is a different matter. We tend to jump 
on these events pretty smartly for the reasons 
explained above.

To come back to the specific incident, the 
pilot’s report into his landing accident was 
straightforward: he was coming into land and, 
during the flare, he drifted to the left of the 
runway centre-line. This drift continued after 
touchdown until corrected using rudder then, in 
response to the pilots control input, the aircraft 
swung right but, before the aircraft reached 

Categorising accidents and incidents has always been a difficult 
business; from experience, there’s only very rarely a single cause 
of an accident or serious incident. The LAA tries to separate the 
primary cause into either an operational event, where human 
factors (normally pilotage) issues predominate, or technical 
events, where something has failed to work properly or there’s 
a structural failure of a component. Letting LAA Engineering 
know that you’ve had a failure quickly allows us to work towards 
developing a strategy to prevent a similar failure affecting 
somebody else. Our reporting system has nothing to do at all 
with apportioning blame and has, at its base, the knowledge that 
anybody can get something wrong. Whilst the Venn diagram (left) 
offers a good philosophical starting point, we’re all mindful that, 
the reality of all event causes is far more complex. 
(Photo: Malcolm McBride) 
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the runway, the port wing caught a telegraph 
pole’s supporting wire and, now restrained, the 
aircraft was ‘turned very quickly through 270°’.

The pilot felt that by the time the aircraft had 
hit the wire, the ground-speed was very low 
and damage would be limited to the fibreglass 
wing-tip. Based on this pilot report I placed the 
event into the ‘operational’ file and updated 
the aircraft’s database entry. LAA Engineer’s 
next involvement with this airframe would 
be evaluating the repairs proposed in the 
application for repair, which normally arrives in 
the form of an LAA/MOD 8 form.

A week or so later, I got a telephone call from 
Pete Stratten, the CEO of the British Gliding 
Association, asking what we were ‘doing’ about 
this incident and, because the pilot was a very 
experienced chap, both as a glider/sailplane 
pilot and on Single Engine Pistons (SEP), 
whether or not he needed to get involved in 
any joint safety response. Intrigued? Read on.

Rotax 9 Series Engines – Throttle Bias
In my short introduction to the administrative 
process involved in the initial categorisation of 
accidents and incidents I described the two 
‘baseline’ categories we use as ‘operational’ 
or ‘technical’. Of course, if one were to place 
all the incidents into their two relevant Venn 
diagram-like worlds, there are bound to be, 
with some incidents, some overlap. Indeed, 
to be rather more precise, in this overlap zone 
some events might be ‘mostly’ operational in 
nature but have some technical content: some 
may be the opposite, ‘mostly’ technical but with 
a dash of, perhaps, poor decision making or 
application thrown in. Worlds within worlds!

This middle Venn world, as you will note if 
you study this type of thing, is where most of 
the informed debate is generated from. Just 
as an example, where would you place an 
accident caused because of an engine failure? 
Think about it. An engine failure that ends in 
a successful off-field landing is not on the list 
of incidents that need to be reported to the 
authority. The cause of the engine failure is 
irrelevant; the pilot has been trained to land 
the aircraft if the engine stops, if he or she 
fails to do this successfully, surely this is an 
operational failure? Nonsense of course but, in 
our imagined middle-ground, which side of the 
country would you place the issue?

I remember, and forgive me for doing a 
Ronnie Corbett (and taking an age to get to 
the point), a wake-up call where a pilot-error 
incident ended up changing the way people 
think about the way cockpit controls were 
configured. I wasn’t actually present on the 
evening of the accident, I was supposed 
to be but couldn’t make the event. It was a 
horrible accident and the pilot involved, a 
very good friend, who had a massive amount 
of experience flying all sorts of aircraft of 
all sizes, was lucky not to have been killed. 
It occurred in the early days of the UK 
microlight movement at a small flying strip in 
the Midlands. The strip wasn’t ideal, being 
surrounded on three sides by quite tall trees. 
My friend, the pilot was, on his own admission, 
showing off a bit to the small assembly of 
aviation enthusiasts; if memory serves, I think 
it was a barbecue, although I’m not completely 
sure. I know, as a reader of this publication, 
that you can probably imagine the sort of thing, 
been there – done that!

Anyway, the pilot flew, at relatively high 
speed, a couple of feet off the ground and, 
at the last minute, pulled the aircraft up into 
a climbing turn which morphed into a lazy 
chandelle, dropping the nose near the stall 
against an evening breeze; well-judged, 
perfectly placed to set himself up for an 
exciting low level flypast.

All this was well within the pilot’s and, for that 
matter, the particular aircraft’s ability, and after 
the flypast the pilot pulled up and round onto 
final approach for the landing. I know, from 
experience, that it’s very easy at this point in 
any display to end up too close and too high 
relative to the runway threshold, and that’s 
exactly what happened – the aircraft ended up 
too fast halfway down the fairly short runway 
and the only option, especially bearing in mind 
the tall trees at the end of the strip, was an 
immediate overshoot. At this point the throttle 
closed and the aircraft crashed into  
the ground.

Initially, it was thought that the engine had 
failed; indeed, that’s what’s reflected in the 
official report into the affair, but the real story 
only came out after the pilot had recovered 
enough to recall the event, and a closer 
examination of the aircraft’s remains proved his 
theory as to probable cause correct.

In those days, microlight aircraft often used 
throttle levers of a type more often found on a 
petrol lawn-mower. In this aircraft, the owner 
had fitted just such a lever but, because of 
the geometry of the tubes, the throttle had 
been configured such that pushing the throttle 
forward closed the throttle… sounds silly now, 
but many microlight aircraft and powered 
hang-gliders had this arrangement in the early 
days of the sport. I suppose you could see 
how this type of thing was missed when, with 
many of the aircraft types, the aircraft’s primary 
responses were partly controlled using lines or 
ropes and, certainly with the trikes, you pushed 
right to go left, so a back-to-front throttle 
wouldn’t have been considered unusual.

I chatted to my friend after his rehabilitation 
and he explained that he realised that he’d 
got himself into a fix and ‘reverted’ to a normal 
response, a ‘handful’ of throttle’. Quite a few 
thousand hours of experience had taught 
his motor reflexes that this was achieved by 
pushing the lever(s) forward. But this time the 
expected thrust didn’t arrive.

After this, I became a bit of a zealot 
when it came to microlight control systems 
and, whenever I came across an unusual 
configuration that I thought might end up 
with an ‘experienced’ person getting things 
the wrong way round, I kicked-up a fuss. 
Nowadays, in a time where the microlight 
aircraft and the rules of their operation and 
manufacture mean that there’s little difference 
between a microlight and a standard SEP, a 
back-to-front throttle couldn’t happen.

So, what really happened when our very 
experienced pilot lost control during a normal 
landing? After the telephone call from the 
BGA’s CEO, I telephoned the pilot to ask him 
why Pete was interested when his initial report, 
made just after the incident, implied that he’d 
got into a directional pilot-induced oscillation; 
perhaps better described as a yaw over-
correction following an incipient ground loop.

“No”, he said, “I meant to give you a call. 
When I relived the incident so that I could write 
an accurate report to the AAIB, I recalled what 
actually happened. Everything was normal and 
the landing was fine; I was over to the left a bit 
and may have been on the rougher side of the 
runway, the aircraft is very easy to fly and 
the rudder is quite effective.” 

This aircraft is going to need a fair amount 
of work before it takes to the sky again. 
This is a relatively common structural 
failure after an aircraft has ground looped; 
notice that the aircraft’s skin has rippled 
suggesting that the internal frame, or at 
least one of its members, has buckled. 
After any overload event it is important 
that the airframe is thoroughly checked; 
overload events can include heavy 
landings, ground loops and minor hangar 
bashes. (Photo: Barry Walker)

The sun is in the wrong place in this view 
of the aircraft that caught its wingtip 
on an electricity pylon’s support wire, 
although you can still see the damage to 
the fibreglass tip and, at first, this looked 
like the extent of the damage. If you look 
closely at the cockpit roof, however, I think 
you’ll notice that all is not well with the 
rest of the airframe’s structure. 
(Photo: Roger Cornwell)

Because on striking the pylon support wire 
the port wing was brought to an abrupt 
halt, the aircraft’s inertia swung the aircraft 
through 180°. Notice that the leaf spring 
on the tailwheel has become detached, 
effectively collapsing the component’s 
structure.
(Photo: Barry Walker)
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So, I continued, what went wrong? 
“Well,” he said, “just as I had completed 

the landing, you know, the point where you 
can relax a little, she’s solidly on the ground 
and you’re just taxying, the throttle went to 
full power. By the time I realised what had 
happened, well, I was facing the wrong way 
and, to be honest, a little confused.”

Note, I haven’t listed an aircraft type here, 
it doesn’t matter; two things do. The first is 
that, bonkers as it might seem and despite 
protestations from me (and many others), 
aircraft are still being produced where the 
throttle, if not restrained, will open to full power 
on its own. The Bing carburettors used on the 
Rotax 9 series engines have a return spring 
biasing the throttle open. There has been much 
debate about the benefits and risks of such a 
system, and I understand that it’s much easier 
to create a Bowden cable-centred throttle 
system where the cable is under spring tension 
but, because it’s not conventional for an aircraft 
throttle system to function like this, I can only 
see pain at the end of the road. Not wishing to 
add conformational bias to my personal fault-
list, I’ve pointed out this problem before and, 
since my first moan, I think we’ve lost three 
LAA aircraft to this issue.

In the meantime, especially if you are an 
experienced pilot but new to one of the many 
Rotax-powered machines, be careful: don’t 
take your hand off the throttle until the aircraft’s 
stopped; be aware that many of the throttle 

friction devices are unreliable in this class of 
machine; and before start-up, check your throttle 
is set correctly before hitting the start button.

What of the second lesson, also I might say, 
rather generic in nature? In the initial pilot 
report the suggestion was that the damage to 
the airframe was minimal; if you recall it was 
described as, ‘limited to the fibreglass wing-
tip’. After a more thorough examination, it has 
become clear that, whilst the port wing-tip is 
very repairable by replacing the tip, the rest of 
the airframe hasn’t fared quite so well. In fact, 
it’s touch and go whether the aircraft can be 
repaired, at least within a sensible insurance-
funded budget. Due to the large inertial 
forces generated when the port wing was 
suddenly restrained by the wire, the fuselage 
has become badly twisted, especially around 
the wing attachments. The starboard wing 
has come off very badly, even though, with a 
cursory examination shortly after the event, 
everything seemed OK. The whiplash effect 
caused by the sudden restraint has resulted 
in all the control attachments and much of the 
internal structure being badly bent.

So, the second lesson we’ve been reminded 
of is that after any accident, however minor 
the damage may first appear, a full fingertip 
inspection must be made. Aircraft structures 
are designed to take flying and landing loads, 
and basic design evolution has honed these 
features over the years so that they do this very 
efficiently; they are not so good at the pirouette!

(Left) The rudder 
pedals on a 
EuroFOX airframe: 
note the tensioning 
spring device in 
the centre (that’s 
what caused the 
control jam issue 
discussed in the 
accompanying 
text) and the lack 
of space for control 
runs etc. The result 
is the need for 
spring tensioners in 
place of continuous 
cable loops in this 
class of machine. 
(Photo: Malcolm 
McBride)

(Right) Here’s a 
closer look at the 

‘nodule’ that serves 
to attach the spring 

tensioner when 
it’s required; it’s a 
very neat design. 

Because of a 
recent incident 

where one of these 
‘nodules’ came 

loose during flight, 
jamming the rudder 

system, the UK 
agent, EuroFOX 

UK, has issued a 
Service Bulletin 

requiring checks 
before further 
flight. (Photo: 

Malcolm McBride)

EuroFOX – In Flight Rudder Jam
When I get a telephone call just after 9am on 
a Monday morning I will admit to a sudden 
visceral jolt, it feels like my intestines have, for 
no apparent physiological reason, descended 
a few millimetres. Almost always, an early 
Monday morning call brings bad news. Last 
week though, I was very pleased to receive 
an early call from LAA Inspector, Adrian 
Lloyd who, along with LAA’er Roger Cornwell, 
imports the very popular EuroFOX aircraft. 
I was pleased that the incident Adrian was 
reporting didn’t end up in an accident and 
the early morning nature of the call was only 
because he was in a rush to get out flying.

The EuroFOX is a rather clever design after 
all; it’s a good performer (in its class) and 
has the very great advantage of having, as 
standard, folding wings - a real asset. The 
other great feature that has shaken things up 
a bit is that it has been cleared for aero-towing 
gliders and, despite considerable worries 
about a kit-built ‘light sport’ aircraft achieving 
this function very well, the first year in service 
with gliding clubs has won-over many of 
the most ardent sceptics. All the operators 
I’ve spoken to are impressed by both the 
machine’s performance and the relatively low 
cost of getting a sailplane up to 2,000ft.

Adrian explained that over the weekend he’d 
been flying some ‘conversion’ exercises with 
a QFI. They had been doing a few circuits 
and bumps and, well, to use Adrian’s phrase, 
one or two of the landings were ‘a bit on the 
heavy side’. Nothing new about that then, most 
people converting to this type of very light 
sport machine have to have a few goes at the 
landing before they find the right technique. 
During one of the exercises, the pilot noticed 
that the rudder appeared stiff to operate 
then, after a short time, the rudder jammed 
completely and directional control was lost.

Naturally, this is rather a concerning event 
in an aircraft where loss of directional control, 
whilst not too worrisome in the air, could be 
disastrous during the landing run. Once the 
crew had got the aircraft flying straight and 
level, Adrian loosened his lap straps and took 
a look underneath the instrument panel at the 
rudder pedals and he saw immediately what 
had gone wrong; the rudder centring spring 
attachment had become disconnected and 
had jammed the pedals. With a bit of fiddling 
and, I expect, a bit of cursing, Adrian was 
able to re-locate the offending attachment and 
a landing was made. The attachment failed 
again towards the end of the landing run but, 
fortunately in this case, the speed was slow 
enough that the lost directional control wasn’t 
an issue.

Normally, cable-operated primary control 
circuits are just that, circuits. A primary drive 
cable will go from the stick (or control column) 
to the control; and because the control is 
designed to operate in both directions, in 
the case of the rudder, left or right, there are 
two primary drives. For example, in the case 
of a cable operated elevator system the two 
primary cables form a circuit through the 
elevator’s structure, often, in the case of small 
aircraft, through a single crank. Tension in 
the system, needed both to avoid the cables 
slopping about and to provide an accurate 
response, is created using turnbuckles.

With a fixed rudder pedal this ‘circuit’ can, 
and often is, created in the same way but 
there are difficulties. The first problem facing 
the designer is that there’s not much distance 
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between the bulkhead and the 
rudder pedal, so it can be difficult 
to find room for a connecting cable to 
complete the circuit (in many very small types 
the distance available can reduce to almost 
zero at full pedal deflection).

The other problem for the designer is that, 
bearing in mind the great variety found in the 
human form, rudder pedals often need to be 
adjustable for leg length. An obvious solution to 
this would be to allow the seat to be adjustable 
fore and aft… that’s the solution used in motor 
cars. The problem with this approach however, 
is that in the seat’s most forward position 
control stick movement may be compromised; 
motor car steering wheels don’t need to go 
backwards and forwards!

There are a few solutions to this puzzle and 
Aeropro, the EuroFOX designers, have opted 
for the easiest – replace the balance cable 
with a spring. Often, shock cord is used to pull 
tension into the rudder cables. Aeropro has 
designed a system many Jodels use, where a 
spring/loaded rod passes through the firewall 
which engages with cranks connected to both 
port and starboard pedals to keep tension 
in the rudder cables and help self-centre the 
rudder for better directional stability.

So, what had gone wrong? Well, in the 
EuroFOX system the starboard side tensioner 
is manufactured as a fixed length whilst the 
port has a ‘nodule’ which runs up and down 
the threaded tensioner rod allowing for some 
adjustment in the system. When the aircraft 
is finally rigged after assembly this ‘nodule’ 
must be secured in place using a thread 
locking compound, in the case of the EuroFOX 
rudder, Loctite 648, and this final step hadn’t 
been taken on the machine in question. Over 
a period of time the un-locked nodule had 
eventually rotated on the thread until it had 
jammed the system.

EuroFOX UK has created its first Service 
Bulletin directing owners towards the issue and 
offering advice; and we’re keeping our eye on 
the situation. Loctite may be the answer here 
but, as a primary control system, rather more 
conventional locking systems may need to be 
introduced (i.e. a locknut). Remember also that 
just because only a limited amount of spring 
tension is used to keep the system taught, 
don’t think that you can fly without it. There are 
two big reasons for not doing so, the first of 
which is if the control cable becomes slack it 
could twist and jam-up somewhere, probably 
at a pulley. 

As for the second reason, well during normal 
operation of a rudder circuit like this, it’s the 
pilot’s legs and hips that create the functional 
circuit in flight… that’s why, in light aircraft, it’s 
not a good idea to fly around with your feet off 
the pedals because, when this corporal part 
of the circuit is removed the rudder becomes 
free to flap about at will and there’s a potential 
for flutter.

Interestingly, I did meet a designer once who 
admitted that he thought he would save weight 
on his ultralight sport plane by only having a 
drive cable to the ‘up’ side of his elevator, the 
‘down’ force was supplied by a spring. All was 
well with the design until, after performing one 
loop the aircraft immediately entered another 
one, even though the stick was hard forward. 
After four or five loops, gradually losing height, 
he lost speed at the top of a loop and fell into 
the centre. When the dust settled, full control 
over pitch had returned and he landed safely. 
I expect you’ve guessed what happened; 

Whilst these floats in an ‘over 1,000 hours 
Rotax 912 were heavier than they were 
when first made, perhaps, bearing in 
mind the expected equilibrium constant 
between the high density foam core and 
the fuel, that it is only to be expected. 
The engine was running fine although it 
was noticed that there was a fine black 
sediment in the bottom of the float bowl. 
We were concerned when we first came 
across this picture because it looked like 
a reaction with ethanol or some other 
fuel breakdown product. After checks by 
Skydrive, it was found that high ethanol 
content fuel didn’t affect the floats at all.
Should you wish to check the floats on 
your Rotax 9 series engine, an alternative 
means of complying with the Rotax 
Bulletin has been described in a letter 
from Skydrive, which is downloadable via 
the Airworthiness Alert written about this 
matter on the LAA’s website. 
(Photo: BMAA)

›

When’s a float not a float … when it sinks 
of course! Here is a picture sent in by LAA 
Rotax expert, Kevin Dilks, some time ago. 
He found this example during a routine 
check; there were no symptoms although I 
think that it would be likely, if the float had 
sunk much more, that the engine would 
have started to run roughly at idle. (Photo: 
Kevin Dilks)

We’ve known about the issue, where some floats on Rotax 9 series engines appear 
to absorb fuel more than others, for some time and we’re not sure why this issue 
has suddenly hit the headlines. Up until last week the UK agent was telling the 
LAA that the engine’s manufacturer was denying that there was any problem at 
all. Rotax engines has developed a very clever scientifically based test regime to 
establish the fuel level in the stationary engine and has promulgated the required 
tests in the form of a Factory Service Bulletin. For aircraft operating on a Permit to 
Fly administered by the LAA this SB isn’t mandatory and, because when you weigh 
up the potential benefit of knowing that a fuel level is slightly higher than it should 
be against the risks (and, in the case of this particular check, inspection costs), I 
wouldn’t recommend doing it. Naturally, if you have a Rotax engine that begins to 
run rough at low rpm, an over rich mixture is very likely to be the cause and it may 
have been here, which is a check that can be accomplished by the owner without 
the need for a subsequent inspector sign-out. (Photo: BRP Powertrain)
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corrosion, or perhaps a bit of FOD had caused 
the main elevator bearings to become stiff and, 
eventually, the returning force of the spring 
was insufficiently powerful to pull the elevator 
back down. Needless to say, this barmy 
weight-saving idea was scrapped and a more 
conventional system incorporated into the 
aircraft.

Rotax 9 Series – Sinking Carburettor Floats
I don’t know about you, but I’m a terrible 
hoarder; I know, I know, the modern man is 
supposed to travel light and current advice 
from the ‘how to live your life efficiently’ gurus 
will tell you that ‘if you haven’t used something 
for a couple of months it should be binned’. 
Mind you, if I had taken this advice I wouldn’t 
have been able to fix half the things I have by 
recycling old bits and pieces, and I wouldn’t 
have such an impressive collection of nuts and 
bolts, some with origins in the 1930s!

Over my years here as the LAA Airworthiness 
bod I’ve collected box-loads of broken aircraft 
bits, all sent in by you dear reader and all 
destined for the LAA Black Museum of broken 
parts. Anyway, I’m all in a whirl at the moment 
because I know I’ve got some Rotax, well, Bing, 
carburettor floats somewhere and do you think I 
can lay my hands on them to take a picture?

I’ve taken a look through the past Safety 
Spot features and came across the item in the 
April 2011 Light Aviation which confirmed my 
intuition. The side-box was entitled, ‘When’s 

a float not a float’. The answer, naturally, is 
when it sinks! As far as I’m aware, this was the 
first time an LAA member, in this case Rotax 
engineer Kevin Dilks, had come up against 
this problem; when the floats sink the fuel level 
rises in the float chamber and the engine can 
run roughly, especially at low rpm.

In my notes, I record that Rotax Engines  
had been asked about the issue but, at 
the time of writing my notes, they hadn’t 
commented back. I also noted that, when I 
measured the float’s individual weights, one 
weighed in at six grams and the other a ‘hefty’ 
eight grams. There’s also a note from Conrad 
Beale, a Rotax expert, that new floats weigh in 
at between one and two grams.

Anyway, it appears that Rotax has finally 
acknowledged that there is an issue and that 
some of their floats have been absorbing 
fuel, getting heavier and eventually sinking. 
Rotax has issued a Service Bulletin (SB-
912-065 and SB-914-046) suggesting some 
fairly long-winded checks to establish the 
actual fuel level in the float chamber and, if 
the fuel level is found to be too high, that the 
floats are replaced. They say that the reason 
why the floats are sinking is that some of the 
high-density foam core, used in the floats 
manufacture, does absorb fuel. I think that 
we’ve known that for some time; the problem 
has been that Rotax can only supply floats of 
the same design and I know of one rather irate 
owner who has got through two sets already.

I spoke to the outgoing UK Agent, Nigel 
Beale of Skydrive who, like me, was rather 
concerned that this latest SB may introduce 
all sorts of other dangers into the system, for 
example, there’s the chance of introducing 
leaks into the system and the concurrent 
increase in fire risk. Naturally, if your engine 
starts misbehaving in any way, the causes 
of this misbehaviour must be established; 
anybody who flies an aircraft with a known 
engine problem is a twit. If the floats are getting 
heavier, and they probably are if you own a 
Rotax 9 series engine, then this only becomes 
a problem if the carburettor starts to leak or 
the engine starts to run roughly at idle. This 
rough running is very likely to be because the 
engine is getting too much fuel, in other words, 
is running rich.

Because this is a progressive situation, fuel 
absorption appears to be a long process, 
we’re not mandating this SB… in fact, we’re 
cautioning against its application. We’ve issued 
a Safety Alert where you can download the 
Rotax Bulletin for your information, but have 
also offered a link to a letter sent to all engine 
owners on Skydrive’s mailing list which offers 
what the LAA considers to be an alternative 
means of compliance.

Well, that’s me at the top of my climb and, 
as it turns out, it was a very enjoyable one. I’m 
now sat, a gentle breeze on my face, looking 
out at my next week. I hope that there won’t be 
too many pot-holes. Fair Winds. ■

The new owner of this aircraft, a Jabiru UL450, decided to carry 
out what he described as a ‘deep’ inspection before bringing 
the aircraft into service. He’s glad he did, this corrosion has 
seriously weakened the component. The aircraft’s new owner, 
‘Jock’ Munro, explains: “The part shown in the photograph is 
one of the flap cross tube output arms and you can clearly see 
considerable corrosion along the front edge next to the bolt 
holes attaching the arm to the flap push rod. The aircraft was 
built in 2001 and I was quite surprised to find the corrosion was 
so bad on this lever. The other lever shows similar corrosion but 
not to the same degree. Needless to say I have two new arms on 
order. I would hate to think of the consequences should a flap 
arm fail on final.  I think given the size of the Jabiru UL450 flap 
in comparison to the aileron I seriously doubt a pilot could keep 
control of the aircraft.”

We completely agree Jock and thanks for giving us the 
opportunity to keep ‘corrosion’ at the top of our agenda. I 
remember an instance where a Jabiru lost control on take-off 
because one of the flap control attachments had not been 
secured properly which allowed the connecting pin to drop out. 
The elimination of all corrosion is an annual inspection item and 
really this corrosion should have been spotted and dealt with 
ages ago.  
(Photo: Jock Monro)

Because the removal of the choke assembly, necessary to conduct the 
fuel level checks using the Rotax method, requires partial strip-down 
of the carburettor and the disconnection of primary aircraft controls, an 
LAA Inspector sign-off after the work has been completed is required. 
Removal and refitting the float bowl can be easily accomplished by 
pushing a quick release clip aside and can be done under the allowable 
pilot maintenance scheme.  
(Photo: BRP Powertrain)
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LAA Project Registration 
Kit Built Aircraft   £300
Plans Built Aircraft  £50
Issue of a permit to Test fly  
Non-LAA approved design only  £40
Initial permit issue 
Up to 390kg  £320
391 - 499kg  £425
500kg and above  £565
Three seats and above  £630
permit renewal 
Up to 390kg  £115
391 - 499kg £155
500kg and above  £210
Three seats and above  £230
Modification application 
Prototype modification £45

Repeat modification £22.50
Transfer 
(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 499kg  £135
500kg and above £250
Three seats and above  £350
four-seat aircraft 
Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee  £2,000
Project registration royalty  £50
Category change
Group A to microlight £135
Microlight to Group A  £135
Change of G-Registration fee
Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change £45
Replacement Documents
Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document) £20
Latest SPARS - No.15 April 2009

laa engineeRing scale of cHaRges – please note neW peRMit fees HaVe applieD since 1 MaRcH 2014

THE CAA HAS announced that for various 
G-registered Annex 2 aircraft, mainly 
vintage types still operating on a Certificate 
of Airworthiness, mods covered by a 
Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) will no 
longer have to be validated by CAA if they have 
been approved by a State with which the UK 
holds a bilateral agreement, such as the US 
or Canada. The owner/operator can simply 
have the STC’d mod carried out and then get 
their maintenance organisation to certify its 
installation in the aircraft’s log-book. 

Supporting the change, Francis Donaldson, 
LAA Chief Engineer, said, “We welcome 
this initiative to simplify the fitting of STC’d 
modifications to vintage aircraft operating on  
a C of A, allowing owners similar access to 
STC’d mods as is already enjoyed by those  
with aircraft operating on an LAA Permit.   
We hope this change will also help  
maintenance providers and businesses 
supplying STC’d parts .”

“The new CAA decision mirrors long-
established LAA policy insofar as we do not 
re-investigate the design of STCs that have 
already been formally approved by competent 
authorities overseas.  All we do with these at 
LAA HQ is to check that the STC is genuine, that 
the application onto the aeroplane concerned is 
appropriate (no  compatibility issues with other 
mods already in place) and that the instructions 
contained in the STC are properly complied 
with, using the local LAA inspector to verify 
quality and conformity”.  

Asked why LAA Permit aircraft owners have 
to contact LAA Engineering at all over STC’d 
mods, and why they can’t all be dealt with 
by the LAA inspector, Francis replied: “While 
the mutual acceptance of modifications from 

reputable countries is fairly straightforward 
where current certificated ICAO-compliant 
aircraft are being preserved to an ICAO 
compliant standard, it’s more complicated 
where aircraft are not ICAO compliant, because 
of the different standards applied by different 
countries and the different kinds of category / 
regulatory regimes in which sub-ICAO aircraft 
operate. Also, many ex-type certificated LAA 
aircraft have been so heavily modified over 
the years that STCs approved on the standard 
model wouldn’t be compatible – the nature of 
the Permit world is that each Permit aircraft is, to 
an extent, unique.

“Many STCs call for alterations to aircraft’s 
operating limitations, cockpit placards, or 
both, and for C of A aircraft these changes are 
instigated by changes to the approved Flight 
Manual. Most LAA aircraft aren’t provided 
with approved Flight Manuals so instead the 
limitations and placard requirements are shown 
on the limitations sheet that forms part of the 
Permit to Fly, so amendments created by an 
STC have to be issued by HQ.

“Finally, we need to keep tabs on what owners 
have fitted to their aircraft to carry out our 
continued airworthiness role effectively, so  
if snags come up with an STC we can let other 
owners know.”

Spurred on by the CAA’s  move, LAA  
Engineering is now setting up a new and 
more streamlined process for notifying HQ of 
an intention to fit an STC’d mod, using a new 
application form to distinguish it from other kinds 
of mods needing in-depth technical investigation, 
and a new technical leaflet to give both specific 
and general guidance. LAA’s management team 
is also reviewing the LAA’s pricing arrangements 
for this and other kinds of mod. 

(Below) Since the Chipmunk transferred 
from a Certificate of Airworthiness Aircraft 
onto a Permit to Fly administered by the 
LAA, I’m often getting moans and groans 
from owners who thought that the LAA 
operated a ‘Light Touch’ maintenance 
regime. In truth, nothing could be further 
from the truth and all the AD’s and BAe 
TNS’s still apply. This picture shows the 
result of an inspection on a Chipmunk 
aircraft against TNS 122 (issue 5). Notice 
the cracking on the skin at the elevators 
hinge cut-out. See the accompanying 
picture to see the associated nose rib. 
(Photo: Paul Marriott)

(Above) You can see that the cracking, 
visible on the outside of the elevators 
leading edge skin, has progressed through 
to the rib. A crack like this, which looks 
pretty insignificant, means that this 
section of the aircraft’s structure has 
stopped working … but the forces that 
caused the crack won’t have gone away, 
they will just be acting somewhere else … 
perhaps a less easy to inspect part of the 
airframe. Thanks to LAA and Chipmunk 
owner Paul Marriot for sending us this 
picture. (Photo: Paul Marriott)

There are a large 
number of STC’d 
components 
available in the 
US to modify 
aircraft like the 
Piper Supercub, 
the change will 
make it much 
easier for British 
owners to fit them

caa cuts ReD tape on stcs to c of a aiRcRaft foR 
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